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Homework 1 
Points: 100 

Topics: linked lists , C review:  pointers, dynamic memory allocation, 1D arrays, 2D arrays, pass-by-reference,  

formatted printing, reading from files, draw data representation (on heap); compute amount of memory used 

by storing a 2d array as an array of pointers to rows; Valgrind and debugging demo. 

Task 1 (10 pts) : video 
Record and submit in Canvas a short video that shows you using a Unix system (omega, VM, Ubuntu) with 

Valgrind and debugging code:  

a) (2pts) Get the files you want to run. Use the class code from 01/19 or your hw1 code.  

b) (4pts) On omega or VM or Ubuntu  

a. compile with -g  

b. run with Valgrind 

c) (4pts) show debugging steps (in an IDE or Unix):  

a. set a break point, start running the program in debug mode 

b. examine value of some variables.  

Check that the video is clear, not blurry. We have to be able to read the text on the screen (commands, 

value of variables being examined, lines of code, etc). 

See a sample video in Canvas. You can use the Studio tool in Canvas (in left menu) to record a screen capture video. 

I used Code::Blocks for debugging. It does not have to be Code::Blocks for you. Another IDE (even online) or 

gdb in command line are also good. The important thing is to show that you can start debugging.  

Task 2 (30 pts): linked list problems from leetcode  
Solve two LINKED LIST problems in leetcode. Below are some suggested problems for you. You do not have to 

pick problems from this list. You can pick other problems, but they must be on Linked Lists: 

206 Reverse linked list (easy)  

83. Remove Duplicates from Sorted List (easy)  

24. Swap Nodes in Pairs (medium) 

61. Rotate List (medium) 

Here is the type of image that you should include in your hw1_answers.pdf as proof that you completed the 

assignment: leetcode_accepted.JPG. Make sure your image has the "Linked List" tag and the "Solved" status. 

There is a difference between "Run Code" and "Submit" in leetcode. Your code must have passed "Submit".  

• When you click "Run Code" that runs your code against a SINGLE test case. This is not enough. 

• When you click "Submit" it runs it against ALL their test cases and if they all pass it is ACCEPTED and 

gets the SOLVED status.  

To get a list of your SOLVED problems on LINKED LISTS, after you have solved the problems, go to the 

Problems page and select "linked list" for Tag->Topics and "Solved" for Status. That will give a list of all the 

linked list problems that you have solved.  

 

https://leetcode.com/problems/reverse-linked-list/
https://leetcode.com/problems/remove-duplicates-from-sorted-list/
https://leetcode.com/problems/swap-nodes-in-pairs/
https://leetcode.com/problems/rotate-list/
https://ranger.uta.edu/~alex/courses/3318/homework/hw1_files/leetcode_accepted.JPG
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Grading criteria (30 pts) 

15 pts per problem 

No credit (0 out of 15) given if the problem is not tagged linked list 

5 pts (out of 15) credit if the image shows “Run” successful, not “Submitted” successful. 

Task 3 (40 pts): 1d and 2D arrays 
Files: 

• hw1_student.c – modify this file  

• hw1_student.h – do not modify 

• hw1_instructor.c – do not modify 

• data2D_3_5.txt,  data2D_7_2.txt, data_3_4.txt  

• Compilation: gcc -g hw1_instructor.c hw1_student.c 

• sample_runs_BEFORE.txt – this shows sample runs of the given code (that does not have the student solution) 

• sample_runs_AFTER.txt – this shows sample runs of the complete code (after the correct code is added in 

hw1_student.c) 

Subtask 1: 1D array (15 pts) 
Purpose: 1D array practice, dynamic memory allocation, test functions. 

In hw1_student.c, fill in the code for function:  

int* get_scores_below(int thresh, int sz_arr, int * arr, int* sz_res) 

It should return a dynamically allocated 1D array containing values from arr that are less than the given thresh 

value. The new array size, sz_res, is updated using pass-by-reference. (This function is like the one from subtask 2 

that reads the 2D array from the file, allocates memory for it, and updates the number of rows and number of columns 

arguments.) 

File hw1_instructor.c runs a few hardcoded tests for this function. The elements in the result array should 

appear in the same order they were in the original array. If not, the tests for correctness will fail.  

Grading criteria subtask 1 (15 pts) 
6 pts – allocate dynamic memory for the exact number of elements smaller than threshold 

3 pts – correctly copy elements in order in which they are in the array 

3 pts – sz_res is correctly updated 

3 pts – no Valgring errors 

 

Subtask 2: 2D array (25 pts) 
On Tuesday, 08/30 we talked about 3 ways for allocating and passing arrays to functions. In  hw1_instructor.c, 

you are given the 3rd way: store a 2D array using all dynamically allocated memory.  

a) (10 pts) In hw1_student.c modify the function  
void print_2D(int num_rows, int num_cols, int* arr2D[]) 

to display the row and column indexes and to more lines to mark the columns and the table header as 

shown in the sample runs below. 

Part of sample run 1: 

https://ranger.uta.edu/~alex/courses/3318/homework/hw1_files/hw1_student.c
https://ranger.uta.edu/~alex/courses/3318/homework/hw1_files/hw1_student.h
https://ranger.uta.edu/~alex/courses/3318/homework/hw1_files/hw1_instructor.c
https://ranger.uta.edu/~alex/courses/3318/homework/hw1_files/data2D_3_5.txt
https://ranger.uta.edu/~alex/courses/3318/homework/hw1_files/data2D_7_2.txt
https://ranger.uta.edu/~alex/courses/3318/homework/hw1_files/data2D_3_4.txt
https://ranger.uta.edu/~alex/courses/3318/homework/hw1_files/sample_runs_BEFORE.txt
https://ranger.uta.edu/~alex/courses/3318/homework/hw1_files/sample_runs_AFTER.txt
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… 

Enter the filename: data2D_3_5.txt 

 

   |       0|       1|       2|       3|       4| 

------------------------------------------------- 

  0|       7|       1|   90123|       2|      10| 

  1|       5|      12|       4|      78|       1| 

  2|      -3|       6|      32|    1234|       3| 

min value: -3, max value: 90123 

… 

 

Part of sample run 2: 
… 

Enter the filename: data2D_7_2.txt 

 

   |       0|       1| 

---------------------- 

  0|      11|      32| 

  1|      98|       6| 

  2|       3|       9| 

  3|       7|       3| 

  4|      56|   45354| 

  5|       5|       3| 

  6|       8|       9| 

min value: 3, max value: 45354 

… 

b) (15 pts) In hw1_student.c  fill in the code for the function  
void update_min_max(int num_rows, int num_cols, int* arr2D[], int* 

arr_min, int* arr_max)  

that uses pass-by-reference to update variables arr_min, and arr_max. That is, after the 

update_min_max() function call, arr_min and arr_max will have the min and max values from the 2D 

array arr2D. 

As discussed in class, 2D arrays can be created in several ways. Here is why I decided to use the array allocated entirely 

on the heap (dynamic memory) : 

1. It gives practice with dynamic memory allocation 

2. Dynamic memory is more flexible: you can use it, instead of [][], but viceversa is not always true. 

3. Being comfortable with dynamic memory allocation will make you a better programmer and better prepared for 

coding interviews. 

4. It is closer to Object-Oriented Programming (OOP) style. Think about having a class for a 2D matrix, you have the 

num of rows, number of columns and the array. To be able to allocate space with the constructor and use it 

later, that space must be accessible outside the constructor function => needs to be dynamically allocated. If you 

are not familiar with OOP, this explanation will make sense when you take CSE 1325. 

Grading criteria subtask 2(25 pts) 
a) (10 pts)  

4 pts – row labels 

4 pts – column labels 

1 pt  – horizontal line under row labels 
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1 pt  - vertical lines between columns  

  

b) (15 pts) 

6 pts – correctly find min and max (3 pts each) 

6 pts – correctly update the arr_min and arr_max arguments (3 pts each) 

3 pts – no Valgrind error 

 

 

Task 4 (20 pts): draw memory and compute size  
See the video from Canvas on dynamic 2D array allocation for this problem.  

In hw1_instructor.c , look at the function:  int** make_array_from_file(int* nrp, int* ncp) 

Assume that each of the arrays below were created by this function.  

a)  (8 pts) A 2D array of int with 5 rows and 7 columns. Draw the heap memory used to store the array (as 

done in class). How much dynamic memory (from heap) did this representation use? 

b) (8 pts) A 2D array of int with 7 rows and 5 columns. Draw the heap memory used to store the array (as 

done in class). How much dynamic memory (from heap)  did this representation use?  

c) (4 pts) A 2D array of char with P rows and V columns. How much dynamic memory (from heap)  did 

this representation use?  

Assume sizes: 

char : 1B 

int : 4B 

double : 8B 

pointer (memory address) : 8B 

Grading criteria 
a) 4 pts – drawing, 4 pts – final answer and formula 

b) 4 pts – drawing, 4 pts – final answer and formula 

c) 4 pts – final answer and formula 

What to submit: 
Submit in Canvas  a pdf file named hw1_answers.pdf, the hw1_student.c file and the demo video. 


